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A DECADE OF BRILLIANCE AND
UNENDING SUPPORT
PHILLIPS Machine Tools is a global supplier of manufacturing technology products
and services primarily focused on CNC machine tools. An incredible 10-year journey
has seen Phillips Machine Tools carve an enviable niche for itself in the Indian market.
Today as one of the most renowned machine tools brands in the country, Phillips
has created a reputation for new age distribution, manufacturing expertise, and
outstanding after-sales service.
Challenges Did Not Stop Them
India is a land of opportunity and
Phillips has had had an eventful journey
through countless ups and downs in

the past 10 years. Phillips has seen it all
in these 10 years and not at any point
did they let the guards down. From the
global recession in 2008-09 followed

"We have worked steadily through all
of this building our competencies and
systems and creating a team of partners
focused on our business goals. With
over 6000 HAAS machines installed and
over 1500 PHILLIPS EPD Engineered
Product Division Machines sold to
virtually every industry in India in the
manufacturing space we are truly on
our way to becoming a machine tool
powerhouse in India."

TERRENCE MIRANDA
Managing Director
Phillips Machine Tools India

by a spurt in growth in 2010-11 to the
slow growth in 2012-16 and then a
high in 2017-18, Phillips has worked
steadily through every problem and
built their competencies and systems
creating a team of partners focussed
on the business goals.
As Mr. Terrance Miranda, MD of
Phillips India, rightly said, “We have
learnt to take the highs with the lows
and roll with them. We believe we
have strong fundamentals in place:
excellent principal manufacturers led
by HAAS that backs us 100% and a
strong management team in the US
and India who is clearly focussed
on growing our company and our
partners. Continuous improvement
and building a culture where our
partners have the freedom to express
their opinions, ideas, and implement
these without fear of failure is
paramount for us.”

The Decade: A Trip Down The Memory Lane
• Established in 2008, PHILLIPS
Machine Tools India has taken forward
the work begun by OMIRA Marketing
(Estd 1993) in the same field.

Maharashtra.
•2
 014 embarked another technical
centre in Ludhiana, Punjab.

• 2008 saw an upgrade with 3 technical
centres in Pune, Manesar and
Ahmedabad, together with the main
Pune Technical Centre this took the
total count to 4.

•2
 014 witnessed a new milestone–
PHILLIPS moved to its new, modern
& well-equipped 18000 sq. ft headquarters at Navi Mumbai with a much
bigger demo and spare parts storage
facilities.

• 2012 featured the inauguration
of a technical centre in Kolhapur,

•2
 015 made Phillips take over the
distribution rights of some of the world
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renowned brands such as Hermle,
Kent, SHW, etc. earlier sold and
serviced by OMIRA.
•2
 017 launched a brand new
interactive PHILLIPS Machine
Tools India website as a part of
the PHILLIPS CORP website www.
phillipscorp.com
•2
 018 promoted the Advanced
Manufacturing and Excellence at
Didac India.
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India is known for its ease-of-doing
business attribute. But still, getting
things done and that too the right way
was challenging.
Back-end operations, system setups
and other processes did take its own
share of time and offered its own
kind of challenges. On tackling such
issues, Mrs. Shubhra Miranda, Director
of Phillips India shared, “As a global
machine tool distributor operating in
India, we had invested considerable
time and planning into setting up
processes and controls. These efforts
ensured that the work was done within
defined parameters, but also provided
us with the flexibility that is a practical
requirement of businesses anywhere.”
Phillips doesn’t really have a success
mantra but a simple focus on the
basics and the abilities of the partners
and employees has provided the result
of unbelievable growth and continuous
generation of high-performers.
Talking about success, Mr. Terrance
Miranda added, “With over 6000 HAAS
machines installed and over 1500
PHILLIPS EPD Engineered Product
Division Machines sold to virtually every
industry in India in the manufacturing
space, we are truly on our way to
becoming a machine tool powerhouse
in India."

"Our journey has not been without
roadblocks and difficulties, but all of
these have contributed to the character
and culture of our company in India: the
way it stands today. We go in with a clear
mindset: throw the challenges at us and we
will find solutions. We believe in ourselves,
our culture and our country. We can
definitely say with confidence that we are
set up on strong and right fundamentals
and hence we are the force to reckon with."

SHUBHRA MIRANDA
Director
Phillips Machine Tools India

Phillips India says, “We have a clear
goal for HAAS unit sales in our territory
in India: 1000 HAAS machines ordered
and shipped annually, with this number
growing each year as we gain market
share. We estimate that our market
share in the Small and Medium Size
VMC market is around 20% and we are
working to improve this.”
Phillips Machine Tools was proud to
announce the 1st comprehensive
extended warranty for 3 +1 years for

HAAS CNC Machine Tools at a now
characteristic Indian value-added
price. 2018 witnessed the launch of the
‘Job Connect’ feature on The Phillips
Machinist App.
PHILLIPS’ biggest reward has been its
customer’s acknowledgement of the
services. Their innovative products and
services have been introduced based
on a thorough study of their customers’
requirements and a clear view to the
future of global manufacturing.

Future Plans @ Phillips
Phillips plans to focus on Small and
Medium VMC segment where HAAS is
a global market leader. They are also
looking at segments where there are
products particularly the 5-axis turn-mill
with Y-axis, and horizontals.
The trained and committed sales,
applications and service team plan
to utilize the latest technology and
systems to provide cutting-edge
support to the customers. They also
believe that the bouquet of service
offerings will redefine the expectations
of the customers and create delight
that will make Phillips’ products led by
HAAS the first choice.
Rupesh Ranjan, Sales Director at

"In 2008 when PHILLILPS started,
we had a little over 80 partners
and today we now have over 220
partners, customer base: over 4000
customers, machine installations:
over 7500. Also our focus on
developing our systems and culture
is what sets us apart and has
contributed to the growth that we
have seen."

RUPESH RANJAN
Sales Director
Phillips Machine Tools India
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hillips India is completing its 10 year
journey in India. With innovative
products and services, satisfied
customers and happy employees, we
have reached a commendable position
as a CNC solution provider. Yet, with an
outlook of continuous improvement and
a hunger for learning, I still believe we
have miles to go!
Challenges and Triumphs
We put this success in the perspective
of the financial burden we had a few
years ago when there was a dramatic
shift in the relationship of the dollar and
the rupee, which made HAAS machines
much more expensive. This resulted in
low sales volume and difficult financial
results for the next couple of years.
With the significant strategic support
received from HAAS, we not only kept
our excellent organization in India intact
but also created record sales in the year
2018.
On the same note, Phillips’ ten year
journey in India has been incredibly
exciting. It is most wonderful that we
are currently in a situation where our
sales results are impressive and rapidly
improving, while the market opportunity
facing us is extraordinary. The fact of
our terrific results and great positioning
is a function of both our leadership in
India—Terrence and Shubhra and the
entire extended Phillips India Senior
Team. Importantly, we are also grateful
to the quite significant support we have

ALAN PHILLIPS

President, Phillips Corporation
04
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“OUR SUCCESS IS PRIMARILY DUE TO
OUR LEADERSHIP TEAM IN INDIA.”

received from Haas over the years.
Next On The List
Phillips has a lot of expectations of
growing further in India. With Narendra
Modi being elected as the Prime
Minister, we did foresee dreams to
come true sooner. As results show,
since he is on the chair, India has
improved its global position relative to
“ease of doing business”. From #130 of
190 countries in 2016, to #100 in 2017,
to #77 in 2018 (China is ranked #46 and
the USA is #8), India is swiftly moving
up the ranking ladder on this parameter
and other key ones as well.
India’s manufacturing is very small
compared to China–perhaps only 10%
of China’s size. But I believe that India’s
manufacturing industry will grow faster
than any other country over the span
of the next ten years. That is because
of very favourable conditions for
India, including Prime Minister Modi’s
growth-oriented government, multifold
educated/skilled people, the high
energy and positive expectations of
a young workforce, a growing middle
class that can afford more products,
relatively low cost wages, and a
somewhat stable currency equation.
I was, recently, part of the ISHA
Leadership Conference in Coimbatore
with 220 entrepreneurs (where
about 210 of them were from India).
The positive energy and positive
expectations for India from these

successful businesspeople was
noticeably contagious. The enthusiastic
youthful leaders with their ideas and
questions provided not only a ray, but
a glaring beam of hope for the future of
India and the world.
We have grown as an organization
rapidly in the last couple of years to
meet our expanding opportunities both
in India and globally as well. And we
have focused very hard on the hiring
process so that we bring aboard terrific
people—people who are both highly
skilled and significantly in the learning
mode. It is a lot more fun to work with
compelling Partners. As we move
forward we will do more of the same.
Talking about future plans, we have
a large investment plan on the list
focussing on upgrading our business
systems to Microsoft’s cloud-based 365
system and also upgrading our CRM to
Microsoft 365 products.
Wonders of the HAAS I Series
About the I Series, Mr. Bob Murray, the
Haas General Manager, had confirmed
that the Haas I models success ensures
their continuity in India. Recently, Haas
expanded the I model value-based
offers to include VF-5/40i and DTi
Drill Tap models as well, in addition
to continuing with the VF-2i and VF4i. I don’t know of any other product
lines that offer as attractive value as
Haas which offers high-tech American
made CNC machine tools backed by

aggressive pricing and quality service.
Phillips also has great product lines
that are part of our EPD Engineered
Products Group, which are
competitively priced and are also well
positioned for significant sales growth
in India.
Other Technological Upgrades
On the scene of current technological
upgrades, we have a lot going on.
Phillips Vision providing augmented
reality for service engineers is on the
horizon. David Harris, VP Service at
Phillips Corp., has been developing the
product and it will be shown at the show
in Bengaluru later this month. Also, our
very own App–The Phillips Machinist–is
making great strides in India as well.
I believe that in future the opportunity
with EOS in India and Phillips will
grow dramatically too. Additive
Manufacturing is beginning the process
of transforming metalworking in India.
We proudly represent, EOS, the global
market share leader in Additive. EOS
is the only company able to create
machines capable of true production of
metal parts, rather than just one-offs like
prototypes and fixtures.
Phillips India is an important and
integral part of Phillips Corporation
global business. Phillips Machine Tools
India is a fully functioning, culturally
aligned, family member creating
impressive sales results and facing
incredible opportunity.
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PERFORMANCE, PRECISION,
RELIABILITY, AND AFFORDABILITY
The HAAS VF-I series delivers it all and more for Sahney Kirkwood!!!

The HAAS VF-I series delivers
Performance, Precision, Reliability,
and Affordability and more for
SAHNEY KIRKWOOD!!!
An electrical insulator manufacturer,
located in Nasik, is the proud owner
of Haas VF-2-I and VF-4-I Vertical
Machining Centers with advanced
features and a special 43% discount.

AMIT PATIL
General Manager
Sahney Kirkwood Private Limited

S

ahney Kirkwood, an electrical
insulator manufacturer, located in
Nasik, is the proud owners of Haas
VF-2-I and VF-4-I vertical machining
centers with India Value Package. Many
optional advanced features available in
VF-2 and VF-4 come standard with
VF-2-I and VF-4-I at special 43%
discount. It was a natural choice.
Initiating the Journey with Haas
Mr. Amit Patil, G.M. Operations, Sahney
Kirkwood Pvt.Ltd., said “Several years
ago, we were in the market to buy a
CNC machine and did a comparative
analysis of Indian, Taiwanese, Chinese,
American, and European machines.
When buying a CNC machine, our only
constraint was size, as the raw material
we use is in the shape of flat boards,
which is loaded on to the machine.
It was essential for us to have bigger
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table sizes. The ease of operating the
machine was the next crucial factor
for us while buying a CNC machine
as we did not have expertise in CNC
Machining technology”.
They received very good feedback from
their vendors about the quality of Haas
machinery and their after-sales service.
Also with Haas, they find it easy, as
Haas has its own control & they have
to coordinate with the same team for
any queries. In 2012, they bought a
Haas VF-3 Vertical Machining Center
machine for manufacturing bigger parts
& a Haas VF-2 to manufacture smaller
components.
The company now has 7 CNC
machines and 1 CNC Router. All their
CNC machines are from HAAS, which
includes models such as VF-2, VF-3,
VF-4, and VF-5.
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Selecting VF-2-I and VF-4-I
In 2017, Sahney was in the market for 2
new Vertical Machining Centers. Before
buying any machine, the company

In 2012, Sahney Kirkwood
bought a Haas VF-3 Vertical
Machining Center machine
for manufacturing bigger
parts bigger parts & a Haas
VF-2 to manufacture smaller
components. The company
now has 7 CNC machines, all
from HAAS, which includes
models such as VF-2, VF-3,
VF-4, and VF-5.
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always compares machines from
different manufacturers. After thorough
analysis, they narrowed down on the
newly introduced Haas VF-2-I and VF4-I models, as they were already familiar
with the machine and the company.
The VF-2-I and VF-4-I are essentially
the standard VF-2 and VF-4 configured
with an India Value Option Package:
an inline high torque 10,000 rpm 30 HP
spindle, 24+1 Side mount tool changer,
High-Speed Machining Package and
Ethernet option. The powerful HAAS
spindle and high-speed machining
options helped Sahney reduce the
existing cycle times and improve
accuracies.
Mr. Patil further informed, “I have
visited many manufacturing facilities
in India and found that the 1.5 million
sq. feet manufacturing facility of Haas
Automation, USA, is a class apart. I
spoke with the technical experts at
HAAS and also walked through the
VF-2 and VF-4 production line (on which
all models VF-2, VF-4, VF-2-I, VF-4-I

About Sahney Kirkwood

Sahney Kirkwood Pvt. Ltd.
Isovolta (India) Pvt. Ltd.
www.sahney.com

are manufactured and assembled).
Since the production line at Haas
is automated and adopts Flexible
Manufacturing Systems (FMS), the
stringent quality standards for every
machine is maintained throughout the
manufacturing process,”.
The purchase of VF-2-I and VF-4-I as
with their earlier CNC machines were
informed selections with the focus on
quality, reliability, and performance.
After-Sales Service by Haas
The company found the hands-on
training provided by Haas to be
excellent and the employees of Sahney
Kirkwood were able to operate the
machines with ease. “Not only were
the machines delivered on time, as
promised by Haas, but they also
provided comprehensive training to
our staff, at our factory, and at their
training center. This helped to make the
machines operational the very next day
after they were purchased”,
said, Mr. Patil.

Sahney Kirkwood an export-oriented
unit was started in Nasik, in 1984.
They manufacture mica-based Electrical
insulators, for the traction industry.
Their main customers are locomotive
manufacturers and repair shops,
spread across the US and Europe.
Sahney Kirkwood started as a Mica
electrical insulation producer. Later,
they ventured into pre-packing and

Haas has also trained
maintenance engineers
at Sahney Kirkwood for
troubleshooting, and they
are able to rectify the errors
at the initial stage, without
any assistance. The support
backup and service from
Phillips Machine Tools India
who have a local office in Nasik,
was found to be excellent.

The support backup and service from
Phillips Machine Tools India who have
a local office in Nasik, was found to
be excellent. The service team was
cooperative and reliable. Haas has
also trained maintenance engineers at
Sahney Kirkwood for troubleshooting,
and they are able to rectify the errors at
the initial stage, without any assistance.

started manufacturing industrial laminates
for electrical Insulation. They machine
composite materials and have a full-fledged
CNC machine shop, along with some
conventional machines. Sahney Kirkwood,
Sahney Commutators, and Isovolta (India)
are part of the Sahney group’s engineering
business. Headquartered in Bangalore, India,
the company’s customers are spread in over
5 continents and 25 countries.
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HAAS - ENABLING LEONINE DELIVER
HIGHLY PRECISE, ACCURATE, HIGH VOLUME
COMPONENTS
The HAAS VF-2-I series fulfils all the needs of Thane based Leonine
Engineers. Phillips HAAS Machine stands to be the best in design,
repeatability, consistency and affordability making it a valuable
investment in Leonine's outstanding growth.

RELIABLE & TRUSTWORTHY
HAAS sets the benchmark with
exceptional service, states
Mr. Mayank Momaya, Director,
Leonine Engineers: a machine shop
renowned for precision component
machining and the proud owner of
several HAAS VF Vertical Machining
Centers including the latest VF-2-I
models with the India Value Package.

MAYANK MOMAYA
Director
Leonine Engineers Private Limited

“O

ne day, one of our new operators
encountered an error in our
machine during the night shift. The
operator called our local HAAS Service
Engineer on his phone at midnight.
He helped us resolve the error
immediately. I was not aware that this
had happened and came to know only
the next morning. This kind of support is
exceptional, as they supported us even
in the middle of the night.
All these experiences prove that HAAS
is a very reliable and trustworthy brand”
said, Mr. Mayank Momaya, Director,
Leonine Engineers Private Limited.
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Getting introduced to CNC Technology
Mr. Mayank Momaya was passionate
about engineering and technology since
his childhood. In 1976, after graduating
with a Mechanical Engineering degree
from VJTI, he started working for L&T
and later moved to Gabriel India. In
1984, he quit his job and started his
own manufacturing facility that made
parts for Gabriel.
“We soon realized that CNC is the future
of machining and if we wanted to grow,
it was important to move from working
on conventional machines to having
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CNC machines in the plant” said, Mr.
Momaya, Director, Leonine Engineers
Private Limited.
Investing in the Future
Currently, the company has 6 Vertical
Machining Centers: ALL HAAS
Equipped with 4th Axis, Probing, TSC
and 13 CNC Lathes.
Initiating the Journey with HAAS
In 2008, Leonine got an order for a job
to produce a component that required
accuracies < 10 microns for which a
VMC was an essential requirement.
The necessary features required were
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precision 4th axis, high pressure
through spindle coolant and a powerful
spindle and control system. HAAS was
an obvious choice for Leonine as HAAS
manufactures all critical components
and options in house and has its own
advanced control system.
“In 2007-2008, we bought our first VMC
machine, which was a VF-2 from HAAS,
and I checked the repeatability of the
machines as a benchmark. If it achieves
consistent repeatability, it means that
the design is the best and that is what I
got in my HAAS” said, Mr. Momaya.
Continuing the Journey with HAAS
Before selecting HAAS, Mr. Momaya’s
main concerns were accuracy and
affordability. Leonine got outstanding
results by using their 1st HAAS VF-2
and decided to increase their capacity
by ordering more machines from HAAS.
Now the company has three VF-2s’, one
VF-1, one VF-2SS, and one MINIMILL-2,
all from HAAS.

of machines built by HAAS but also its
control with its dedicated one-touch
button features, ergonomic key pad
with single function keys, large 15” split
screen display and state of the art USB,
Ethernet and 1 GB memory all included
standard. According to Mr. Momaya

Leonine appreciates not just
the design of machines built by
HAAS but also its control with
its dedicated one touch button
features, ergonomic key pad
with single function keys, large
15” split screen display and
state of the art USB, Ethernet
and 1 GB memory all included
standard.

Leonine appreciates not just the design

Leonine Engineers
Private Limited
www.leonine.co.in

Leonine Engineers Private Limited based in
Thane, India, is an ISO 9001:2008 certified
precision machined component manufacturing
unit. They have been meeting the needs of high
profile industrial OEMs since 1984, providing
uncompromising quality in close tolerance parts,
pricing, and delivery. Their trained and dedicated
personnel make Leonine a responsible corporate
entity in the global market. They provide their

“When a manufacturer has its own
control, it has tremendous advantages
not just during a breakdown but also in
optimizing machine performance.”
The experience till now with HAAS
“My experience with HAAS has been
amazing. HFO Phillips India not only
has an excellent technical team, but
it also provides outstanding customer
experience” said, Mr. Momaya.
Leonine is very happy with the line-up
of machines provided by HAAS. The
best examples are the VF-2-I and VF-4-I
machines, which have been priced
keeping the Indian market in mind.
Future with HAAS
According to Leonine, the support
provided by HAAS is outstanding. “I
will definitely consider buying HAAS
machines in the future. HAAS machines
have not only helped me to increase my
productivity, but also have helped me
to enhance the quality of my finished
products,” Mr. Momaya concluded.

customers with high value, cost-effective,
and reliable solutions giving them a
definite edge over the competition. Their
commitment towards professionalism and
years of experience in the local industry
enables them to meet the requirements of
clients with large and complex projects,
while still ensuring each client receives the
personal services they expect.
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HIGH RELIABILITY & FLEXIBILITY:
HAAS MOULDS THE FUTURE
Kolhapur-based MECHASOFT looks at HFO PHILLIPS as a one-stop solution
provider: providing reliable, efficient, comprehensive sales, service and
applications support for the HAAS machine and control.

Mechasoft has been using HAAS
machines for the past 14 years, and
in all these years, it did not have to
change a spindle. There were no
variations, and they did not face any
run-out problems. Mechasoft assures
a brighter future in Die Casting with
HAAS Machines

TUSHAR KULKARNI
Managing Partner
Mechasoft

"T

he build quality of a HAAS
machine is epitomized in its
spindle performance: even after
running the spindle for more than 48
hours at 10,000 RPM, there was no
variation in cutting performance.
The early power failure detection
module (PFDM), which comes standard
with any HAAS machine, is also having
a very useful feature: it senses a power
failure or severe drop in incoming line
voltage and quickly brings the motion
of all axes to a safe and controlled stop
thereby saving the job.
Machine performance aside, HFO
Phillips India, provides a one-stop,
comprehensive service solution:
machine and control service under
one roof. HAAS and PHILLIPS provide
my business with high flexibility and
reliability, which I value," said Mr. Tushar
Kulkarni, Managing Partner, Mechasoft.
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Getting introduced to the CNC
technology
"I was first introduced to HAAS
machines during my training days while
handling HAAS VMC at Bharat Forge.
I was well aware of the HAAS control
before starting my company. The best
part about HAAS is the compatibility of
its 4th and 5th axis rotary table with any
of its VMC machines, which provides
the opportunity to upgrade a standard
3-axis HAAS VMC to a simultaneous
5-axis one. For example, tomorrow, if
some job requires 5th axis machining,
then I don’t have to use another
machine. I can add the 2-axis rotary tilt
table and start the machining on the 5th
axis, which saves us a lot of cost and
time. In total, we have ten machines,
out of which eight are HAAS machines
including two 5-axis machines," said
Mr. Kulkarni.
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Investing in the future
"Die making is not an easy job. You
need to have knowledge of design,
manufacturing, tools and pre- and
post- processes. In our line of business,
we need a machine that can do batch
production and mass production for
dies and moulds also.
If one adds a machine for each
process, he’ll end up burning a lot
of his resources. HAAS is not only
affordable but also provides all these
features in a single machine. Not
every machine tools builder has this
capability," said Mr. Kulkarni.
Mechasoft purchased its first HAAS
machine in 2004 for production work.
It now has the Mini Mill, VF-1, VF-2,
VF-2-I, VF-3, VF-7 & VM-2 from HAAS,
and one more VF-2-I is to be added the
next month.
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programs for basic parts. The HAAS
Next Generation Control (NGC) is
the latest update to the Machine Tool
industry's most user-friendly CNC
control.

“I will always recommend
HAAS to others as I am
getting the benefit of using
a top-class machine from
a company that has an
exceptional commitment
towards manufacturing
world-class products and
taking care of its customers.”

The experience till now with HAAS

Journey with HAAS
Mechasoft has been using HAAS
machines for the past 14 years, and
in all these years, it did not have to
change a spindle. There were no
variations, and they did not face
any run-out problems. “I found that
the overall machine design and
components used from the spindle to
the castings to the motion elements
were easily able to handle a 10 mm or
15 mm depth of cut. The efficiency and
ease with which we were able to rough
and finish jobs make HAAS stand out,”
said Mr. Kulkarni.
The high-ergonomic, well-thought
out machine design and features are
loved by our operators, who find it
very easy to run. We start a brand
new machine installation during the
day-time, & by the same night, it is
ready to start production. We call it a
plug ‘n’ play machine. The HAAS Visual
Programming System (VPS) quick code
feature, which comes standard with
HAAS machines, is so simple that even
without any designing knowledge, the
operator can quickly create G-code

“We always had a very good
experience with the HAAS team. The
team is well trained in each and every
aspect of the machine, including the
software. With the HAAS factory outlet
very close to our facility, it has become
even easier for us to get service very
quickly. The response time from HAAS
is rapid, and most of the times, the
errors are solved over the telephone,”
said Mr. Kulkarni.
The HAAS people have trained
Mechasoft’s in-house Maintenance
team for troubleshooting. Apart from
service support, they visit the plant
frequently to check if everything
is functioning correctly. Whenever
the company wants to develop a
component for a customer, the HAAS
Applications team thoroughly analyses
and provides the cycle time and speed
feed, etc. They go an extra mile to
provide customer support, which is
admirable.
Future with HAAS

HAAS machines being used since 14 years
without changing a spindle

Mechasoft is extremely satisfied with
HAAS machines, so much so that it
has already planned to buy three more
HAAS machines in the next financial
year. The company is very happy with
the competitive pricing of the machines
because it is now getting international
quality machines at an Indian price.
“I will always recommend HAAS to
others as I am getting the benefit
of using a top-class machine from
a company that has an exceptional
commitment towards manufacturing
world-class products and taking care of
its customers,” concluded Mr. Kulkarni.

Team Mechasoft in front of VF-7 machine

Mechasoft
www.mechasoft.in

Mechasoft was established near Kolhapur
(India) in 2004. It manufactures pressure
die casting dies, foundry toolings, highperformance cutting tools, moulds and
precision components, thereby offering
a complete solution to customers in the
Automotive, Aerospace, and Machine Tools
industries. It has an ultramodern facility
of latest, high-precision CNC machines

such as vertical machining centers,
Sink EDM and surface grinders,
etc. with sophisticated software. For
aerospace components, it adheres
to AS 9100D, a standardized Quality
Management System. Its clientele
includes R. B. America Inc. (US), PACE
(UK), Engineering Technologies and
Crompton Greaves Ltd., Goa.
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STERIMAX'S ASPIRATIONS, BACKED BY HAAS
QUALITY, EFFICIENCY & RELIABILITY
The Sterimax journey with HAAS started in 2011 with just one machine. Since the last seven
years, productivity, accuracy and minimal downtime on their HAAS machines have facilitated
their rapid growth. Sterimax receives 24×7 customer support from HAAS, and whenever they
ask for assistance, the HFO Service Engineer arrives the same day. STERIMAX is poised for
expansive growth and HAAS is their CNC machine tool of choice.

The processes of turning, milling, drilling
and grinding are all done in-house on our
HAAS machines. We do not outsource
any process as the end accuracy
involved in the process is +/- 5 microns.
We have a total of 11 HAAS machines
out of which 9 are VMCs, and the rest
two are turning centers.

ASHOK CHAVAN
Managing Director
Sterimax Engineering Private Limited

“W

e were in the market for
buying a CNC machine and
had almost finalised another brand
when we were approached by HAAS.
We did benchmarking on a HAAS
machine to check their quality and
were fully satisfied to buy it. Added
to that, the incredible price and value
offered by HAAS compelled me to
buy their machines,” said Mr. Ashok
Chavan, Managing Director, Sterimax
Engineering Pvt. Ltd.
Overcoming challenges
After graduating from IIT Powai in
Mechanical Engineering, Mr. Chavan
started his first job at Cipla and
continued it for the next 10 years.
During those days, Mr. Chavan realized
that there was a vast market for these
machines, but due to the cost factor,
nobody was manufacturing these
machines in India. In November 2007,
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he grabbed this opportunity and
started making small spare parts for
the machines catering to the Pharma
industry under the company name,
Wilmar India. The company primarily
dealt in providing spare parts for the
imported machines. “When I started
this company, I had some constraint
on funding, and so, I was not able
to start a private limited company.
As we grew, in November 2016, we
became a private limited company by
the name Sterimax Engineering Pvt.
Ltd. Our company is recognized in the
industry, and we have received many
awards including the Excellence award
from the Bank of Maharashtra, for the
fastest-growing entrepreneur award,”
said Mr. Chavan.
Paving the way to success
The company caters to all top
pharmaceutical companies, and their
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customers are Cipla, Sun Pharma,
Glaxo, Nirma, Mankind, Ranbaxy and
D.R. Reddy's, etc. They now have a
100% in-house manufacturing facility,
which includes all types of machines
such as HAAS VMC, CNC lathe, EDM,
CNC Wire cut, laser welding and laser
cutting machinery, etc. “The processes
of turning, milling, drilling and grinding
are all done in-house on our HAAS
machines. We do not outsource any
process as the end accuracy involved
in the process is +/- 5 microns. We
have a total of 11 HAAS machines out
of which 9 are VMCs, and the rest two
are turning centers,” said Mr. Chavan.
HAAS - a major catalyst for success
The journey with HAAS started in 2011
with just one machine. At that time,
the company was looking for a CNC
machine for mould manufacturing.
Their first choice was to buy a machine
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from another company, but a meeting
with Vishal from the local HFO
PHILLIPS changed their decision as he
convinced them about the performance
and technology of their machines.
“HAAS took us to one of their
customers for a demo of manufacturing
a small mould, and we were satisfied
with the performance of the machine.
Therefore, we decided to go with the
HAAS. We also did the benchmarking
of our product on the HAAS machine
before taking the decision.
We were extremely satisfied with all
the machining aspects and accuracies
achieved during this benchmarking,”
said Mr. Chavan. Sterimax first bought
a VM-3 from HAAS. After eight months,
they purchased another VM-3 along
with VF-3SS, VF-2 and VF-3 machines
and turning centers SL-20 and S-L10.
Soon afterwards, they purchased a
VF-3 and two VF-2s recently.
Why HAAS?
“We didn’t see any difference in the
output during the benchmarking using
both HAAS and another machine. When
we had planned to buy a machine, we
were not aware of the HAAS brand and
had decided to buy another brand.
When we received the quotation for the
other machines, it was 30-35% costlier
as compared to HAAS. We realised that
good quality can also be affordable
and hence decided to buy HAAS
machines,” said Mr. Chavan.
The experience till now with HAAS
“HAAS made good on their promises
regarding the machine, and we
achieved the same results on the
shop floor that we achieved during

Sterimax
www.sterimaxengineering.com
Sterimax Engineering Pvt. Ltd. was
established by Mr. Ashok Chavan in
November 2007. He had a vision of
serving the Pharmaceutical industry
with his innovative machinery that was
manufactured for the first time in India.

Sterimax's primary concern is quality, which is assured with HAAS machines.

benchmarking. All my operators and
programmers also received top-notch
training from HAAS,” said Mr. Chavan.
“The machines were delivered before
time, and the interaction with the HAAS
team is always good. I feel they are
knowledgeable and friendly; they show
very positive approach towards solving
any problem. They are very keen about
their service, and that is the plus point
about HAAS,” said Mr. Chavan.

their excellent team.
Future with HAAS
“Sterimax is more focused on quality as
we are into a special purpose job. Our
primary concern is quality rather than
productivity. We are more than satisfied
with the quality of HAAS machines,
which ensures our product quality as
well,” said Mr. Chavan.

Sterimax is using HAAS machines since
the last seven years and has not faced
any significant issues during that time.
There was a very minimal downtime
while using HAAS machines. Any minor
issues that occur are handled efficiently
by the Servicing team.

As the company is getting the desired
results and believes that HAAS
machines are very reliable, they have
plans of buying machines only from
HAAS. “Sterimax is growing at a rapid
pace, and keeping this in mind, in the
next six months, we are planning to buy
additional HAAS machines for which no
doubt HAAS will support with a special
offer.”

Sterimax receives 24×7 customer
support from HAAS, and whenever
they ask for assistance, the Service
Engineer arrives the same day. Overall,
the company is happy with HAAS and

Our plan is to achieve a turnover of Rs.
500 crores in the next three years, for
which, we need superior quality and
efficient machines,” concluded Mr.
Chavan.

Mr. Chavan is a technocrat and a
successful award-winning entrepreneur
in the field of Blow Fill Seal and Form
Fill Seal Machine technology. In India,
there was massive demand for IV Fluid
in the form of bottles and WFI, but
Indian manufacturers were unable to
cater to the market as the total project
cost was very high. The primary
constraint was BFS/ FFS machine and
mould cost, which were costing more
than Rs. 100 million. Mr. Chavan took

the initiative to serve the industry by
refurbishing imported machines and
mould for imported machines in his
manufacturing unit.

After sales support

He was successful in catering to the
clients with quality, performance and
service for machines. He now has a
state-of-the-art manufacturing unit at
Mhape, Navi Mumbai with more than
12 imported HAAS machines and
experienced technical, marketing and
service teams.
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HAAS OFFERS BEST VALUE FOR
MONEY COUPLED WITH UNBEATABLE
CUSTOMER SERVICE
“In our growth story, HAAS has been a major contributor. The best part of buying
HAAS machines is that they are value for money, and the support system of the
company is excellent. This motivates us to buy more machines from them. We
will recommend HAAS machines to others who have similar applications.”

Though we did not know HAAS
in 2002, we got some excellent
references and decided to opt
for it. We were delighted by its
performance and were pleased that
we had made the right choice. Even
now, when we compare the price
and features of a HAAS machine with
other brands, HAAS offers the best
value for money.

ANIL KUMAR MAHAJAN
Director
NIPA International Private Limited

Infrastructure
There is not a lot of competition in the
market for Nipa International. Their
strength lies in the fact that they don’t
outsource any job. They have the
complete setup in-house and that gives
them the advantage to compete with
the existing competitors.
Today, they have about 75 injection
molding machines and are soon going
to add another 20 machines. They have
a modern state-of-the-art Tool Room
as well as production plants. Nipa
International has got approximately
1,400 employees across India.
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In the tool room, they have nine CNC
milling machines, of which five are
HAAS machines. The company also
has five wire-cut EDMs and eight EDMs
with a host of conventional machines
such as grinders, surface grinders, and
milling, etc.
Getting introduced to CNC technology
“We bought our first CNC machine
in 1996 and that changed our entire
perspective. We bought our first HAAS
CNC machine in 2002, which was a VF3. We now have nine CNC machines,
out of which five are from HAAS. We
have one VF-3, two VF-2s, and two
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Super Mini Mill machines from HAAS,”
said Mr. Mahajan.
Selecting HAAS
“I selected HAAS because I was happy
with the way they convinced us to
buy the machine. Though we did not
know HAAS at that time, we got some
excellent references from the market
and decided to opt for it. After we
bought the machine, we were delighted
by its performance and were pleased
that we had made the right choice.
Our HAAS machines are sturdy and
reliable. Even now, when we compare
the price and features of a HAAS
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machine with other brands, HAAS offers
the best value for money,” said Mr.
Mahajan.“Regarding productivity, HAAS
is giving us desired cycle times. We
have planned to test the newly bought
inline VF-3 and VF-2 in our new plant for
performance. In our tool room, we look
for accuracy and finish, which we are
getting on our HAAS machines.
We find the Super Mini Mill from HAAS
very good for our application because
we make small multi-cavity moulds.
The average accuracy involved in our
process is 20 to 40 microns,” said Mr.
Mahajan.
After Sales Support
“The service support from HAAS is
also excellent. We had service issues
with other brands, but with HAAS, we
never faced any problems. With other
brands, there are inconsistencies in
their customer service, and the cost of

Nipa International
www.nipa.co.in
The NIPA Group traces its history back
to the year 1982, when it started with
manufacturing Tape Deck Mechanisms
and Television Cabinets. Carrying its

aftersales is also very high compared
to HAAS,” said Mr. Mahajan.
Nipa International has not faced
any problems with HAAS regarding
breakdowns. Overall, it has been

Once we bought the machine,
we were pleased that we had
made the right choice. Our
HAAS machines are sturdy
and reliable. Even now, when
we compare the price and
features of a HAAS machine
with other brands, HAAS offers
the best value for money.

expertise in tooling and moulding, the
company has successfully evolved and
is now one of the most significant OEM
and manufacturer for modular switches
and other accessories, for various
global brands in India, for domestic
and export markets.
Now, Nipa International manufactures
electrical switches for all the premium
brands such as Havells Schneider
Electric, Anchor, Crabtree, Finolex,
Hager, Honeywell, L&T, Luminous,
Phillips, Vguard, Orient, Simon,

a pleasant journey. HFO Phillips
investment in their aftersales support
process has helped to increase NIPA’s
confidence in the HAAS brand.
Spare Parts availability
“The spare parts are immediately
available with HAAS, and the backup
support is very good as compared to
other brands. These are the factors that
have influenced us to add more HAAS
machines in our line-up. I believe that
any machine without a backup part is a
real issue,” said Mr. Mahajan.
Partners in growth
According to Nipa International, they
are very satisfied with HAAS as it suits
their requirements for tolerances, and
the desired finish is excellent. Both
companies have a perfect working
relationship, which was started with
Mr. Terrence Miranda and is now
continuing with Mr. Rathore.

Standard, and Wipro, etc. The company
provides end-to-end solutions, right
from concept designing to the finished
product. They have in-house facilities
such as prototyping, validation, cutting,
stamping, grinding, and painting, etc.
Today, with four globally competent
units across India, NIPA is racing ahead
on the path of success, providing
complete turnkey solutions for electrical
wiring accessories projects. They are
the preferred partners for almost all the
leading brands in this business today.
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HAAS - PROVIDES UNRIVALLED QUALITY
AND AUTHENTIC CUSTOMER SERVICE IN CNC
MACHINING SOLUTIONS
“HAAS USA makes excellent quality, affordable machines through which we are
able to achieve our desired accuracy of 10 to 12 microns. We have bought more
than 20 machines from PHILLIPS Machine Tools. HFO Phillips also provides a
buyback facility which is a major reason that we prefer HAAS” said, Mr. Yash Pal
Kapur, Chairman, Everest Pressure & Vacuum Systems.

HAAS provides good quality
machines at an affordable price
and backs it up with excellent
service quality. HAAS is
Unparalleled in the
Choice of CNC Machines

AMIT KAPUR
Director
Everest Blowers Private Limited

Starting Blower making
Everest was the brand name for the
first ever machine manufactured by the
United Machine tools company, which
started in 1980. Soon they expanded
and started producing PD Blowers. In
the beginning, they used conventional
machines and later switched to CNC
machines as the company wanted
to provide quality products to its
customers.
Currently, they manufacture over 700
blowers per month ranging from 1HP to
500HP, under the brand name “Everest
Blowers.” They plan to increase the
production by 20%, by adopting better
machining techniques, reducing cycle
times, and opting for better tooling.
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Today, Everest is the No. 1 blower
manufacturing company in South
East Asia. The number of blowers
manufactured by them in a month is
more than the blowers manufactured by
all their competitors put together.
Getting introduced to CNC Technology
Everest Pressure and Vacuum systems
bought their first CNC machine
15 years back. Though they were
unaware of the technology and were in
doubt about buying a CNC machine,
Mr. Terrence Miranda from HAAS
convinced them to invest in a CNC
machine.
“We were so convinced with HAAS
that when Mr. Miranda suggested us
to go for a VMC & CNC Lathe to boost
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our production work, we followed their
advice and bought these machines. We
also got a chance to meet Alan Phillips
and his brother Matthew Phillips six
years back and told them that we were
very keen to purchase a HAAS HMC
and are waiting for the day HAAS starts
manufacturing a suitable HMC,” said,
Mr. Kapur.
Infrastructure
“We have 20 CNC machines with us,
out of which 15 are from HAAS. Our
desire to buy an HMC from HAAS
remains unfulfilled as they are due to
restart manufacturing them. Since we
don’t have a choice, we have bought
HMC’s of different brands. Recently,
we purchased three more machines
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company had bought a single machine
at first but soon realized the potential
of these machines and booked around
8 more HAAS machines. Before
purchasing the machine, HAAS had
arranged for benchmarking, and they
were impressed with the results. They
were satisfied regarding the capability
and the quality of the machines after
the purchase.

from HAAS, two no. VF-2-I and one
no. VF-4-I,” said, Mr. Yash Pal Kapur,
Chairman, Everest Pressure & Vacuum
Systems.
Selecting HAAS over others
Everest Pressure & Vacuum Systems
is extremely satisfied with the
performance of HAAS machines, and
they believe that these machines are
incomparable with other brands. The
company is delighted with the support
they receive from HAAS and trusts their
quality.
The company feels that HAAS provides
good quality machines at an affordable
price and backs it up with excellent
service quality. For them, HAAS will
always be the first choice when it
comes to buying CNC machines.

Everest Pressure & Vacuum Systems
www.everestblowers.com
Everest Blowers has been serving the
industry for the last four decades, and
innovation has been their key mantra.
As a leading blower manufacturer, they
cater to a substantial industry segment.
Their blowers are used in varied industries
from process industries to wastewater
treatment plants. Everest Blowers

“HAAS application engineers also
educated us to build the right
machining strategy to optimize the
process. For an entrepreneur, if he
is getting a one-stop solution, he will
not visit anywhere else. We bought
machines of other brands just because
those machines were not available with
HAAS. Our first choice always is HAAS
as they always go an extra mile to make
things easier for us,” said, Mr. Kapur.

Support from HAAS
“HAAS is very prompt in solving
our queries. Recently, we bought
a machine and faced an issue of
lubrication, which they immediately
solved. We are overall happy with the
service and support that we are getting
from HAAS. HAAS also delivers the
spare parts in time and engineers from
HAAS advise us to buy spare parts
in advance and to be prepared if any
break down happens” said, Mr. Amit
Kapur, Director, Everest Pressure &
Vacuum Systems.
Partners in growth
HAAS had introduced CNC machines
to Everest and as such the company
feels proud of selecting the best CNC
brand HAAS at the first instance. The

comprising of “Pressure Division & Vacuum
Division” are into direct manufacturing,
marketing & exports of Roots Blowers,
Blower Packages, Industrial Vacuum
Systems, Dry Screw Vacuum Pumps,
Mechanical Vacuum Boosters, Mechanical
Vapour Re-compressors and Acoustic
Hoods, etc.
Everest started manufacturing Twin Lobe
Rotary Air Blowers in 1980, and since
then they cover the entire range of Twin/
Tri-Lobe Blowers as well as a complete
range of Industrial vacuum systems. Over
the years, the company has expanded its
technological base, bringing a wide range

HAAS is very customercentric, and I can call
them even at ten o clock
in the night, and they will
not mind. Mr. Terrance
Miranda has maintained
this kind of culture inside
his organization, and
they treat us like family.

of products and have helped in improving
the environment by curbing pollution and
saving cost through innovative “Solvent
Recovery Ideas. “
The Quality Management System of Everest
conforms to the Quality Management
System Standard ISO 9001:2015. Facilities
include in-house design, production,
manufacturing, quality control, inspection
and after-sales services. Under the Everest
Group, all companies are ISO9001, ISO
14001 & ISO 18000 certified, and they
follow the top standards of environmental
and employee norms, making Everest the
leading manufacturer of blowers in India.
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AUGMENTED REALITY
THE FUTURE OF FIELD SERVICE
Phillips Machine Tools India is now utilizing the potential of augmented reality
technology to improve training to its worldwide team of field service engineers,
including initial training of new engineers and supporting seasoned engineers,
while also directly supporting customers working on their own equipment.
The current challenge of training and
supporting field service engineers
is a perfect storm of increasing
equipment complexities and a
younger, less experienced workforce.
Phillips Corporation was founded by
Albert Phillips in 1961 and was one
of the original distributors for Haas
Automation. Phillips now has more than
400 employees covering the territory
from southern New Jersey south to the
Florida border and west to Oklahoma,
as well as the entire country of India.
Phillips employs more than 100 field
service engineers servicing equipment
on site at customers’ locations across
these locations. More recently, Phillips
has established two training facilities for
field service engineers, one in Knoxville,
Tenn., and another in Pune, India.
Phillips has plans to meet the challenge
of providing an ever-increasing
competency development platform for
all of their field service engineers.
The challenge: Provide the most effective
service in the least amount of time

Phillips’ training and support centers
are hubs of knowledge faced with a
constant challenge of seeing what is
happening in the field today, with a
variety of machines and customers,
and then properly advising engineers
and customers in real time as to how
a machine can be serviced. Phillips
understood that augmented reality
technology had the potential to reduce
machine downtime by reducing the
need for onsite service visits and
making the necessary visits more
effective. AR can allow Phillips to
directly see a machine in need of
service and allow Phillips’ technicians
to instantly provide live guidance
(through text and visual aids), resolving
issues in far less time, even with less
experienced engineers or customers.
Augmented reality as a key part of the
solution
Having studied all the AR options
available in the market, it was clear to
Phillips that no existing AR/VR program
had all the functionality Phillips required

until we were introduced to SimInsights,
an award-winning software and services
company based in Lake Forest, Calif.
SimInsights develops education and
business software by leveraging
unique skills in software, math,
simulation, visualization, and design.
SimInsights transforms training, sales,
service, production, and design by
leveraging virtual and augmented
reality, simulation, sensing, artificial
intelligence, and machine learning
across the totality of employee,
customer, and product life cycles.
One of the innovative functionalities
in Phillips Vision by SimInsights is the
ability to define scripted procedures
with text and images that can be
downloaded into devices and
wearables, such as smart glasses, and
used offline when there is no phone
signal or WiFi connectivity.
The concept was introduced and
field tested at the Smartforce Student
Summit at IMTS 2018, where the idea
was proven effective by utilizing a Haas
simulator with students downloading a
program, editing that program, setting
the work coordinates and tool length
offsets and verifying the program in
graphics mode.
With operations at opposite ends of the
earth, Phillips Corporation is excited
to continue to explore the possibilities
of what augmented and virtual reality
technology has to offer in educating
field service technicians, providing
real-time, on-site service applications
that create a positive ROI. Phillips
Corporation will display this new
technology at IMTEX in Bangalore,
India, in January 2019.
David Harris is the Vice President,
Service of Phillips Corporation and Billy
Hackett is the Vice President, Business
Development at SimInsights INC.
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CAM - SELECT THE RIGHT SOFTWARE
10 reasons to choose
Autodesk PowerMill:

Are you facing these challenges?
 Part size or complexity is beyond the capabilities of your
existing CAM software.

Rapidly create high quality
toolpaths on large, complex
parts.

 Existing machining strategies are inefficient, containing
excessive amounts of air-cutting.

Works with surfaces, solids
and large STL meshes

 You need to produce parts that require no manual polishing

Gouge and collision free
toolpaths.

 Your customers demand greater levels of precision and
surface finish, and you’re struggling to deliver.

Highly efficient roughing
strategies

 You invested in a new 5-axis CNC machine and need
software capable of capitalizing on its true capabilities.
 You regularly machine large, unorganized STL meshes.

Comprehensive range of
finishing toolpaths

 You know how you want to cut your parts and need CAM
software that provides the level of control and flexibility to
match.

User-defined macros &
templates for automated CAM
Extensive library of tool types
for use with 3- & 5-axis milling.
Flexible toolpath editing and
optimization

It’s time to shift to an expert high-speed and
multi-axis solution.

Powerful 5-axis programming
with automatic collision
avoidance
Specialist tools for demanding
industries and applications

Expert high-speed and
5-axis machining software

Get 20%* off on
Autodesk PowerMill
Standard License
with HAAS CNC
Call Now
+91 9321930615
Autodesk PowerMill excels in the
machining of large or complex parts,
where quality, accuracy and efficiency
are of critical importance.
Import surfaces, solids or triangles
from all mainstream CAD systems and

create high-quality NC code - fast.
PowerMill combines ultra-efficient
algorithms with exceptional levels
of control to create, manipulate and
optimize toolpaths to manufacture the
most complex of parts.

* Terms & Conditions Apply
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CONTINUING THE RECORD BREAKING SALES
OF VF-2-I & VF-4-I, HAAS LAUNCHES
PATH BREAKING TECHNOLOGY WITH VF-5/40-I

NEVER BEFORE PRICE
VF-5
Travels (XYZ) : 1270 x 660 x 635 mm
Max Weight on Table : 1814 kg

STARTING AT

$54,995
UP TO 44%
SAVINGS

MADE WITH PRIDE IN THE USA, EXCLUSIVELY FOR INDIA
Successful Responses across
Indian Market for VF- I series

Now Launching due to
higher Customer Demand

Record Breaking Sales by selling
more than 1000 machines in 2017-18

STANDARD FEATURES

THE BEST CONTROL IN THE
INDUSTRY

30+1 SIDE-MOUNT TOOL
CHANGER

Our Next Generation Control
is the latest update to the
machine tool industry’s most
user-friendly CNC control.

The HAAS side-mount tool
changer symbolizes our focus on
in-house design, development,
and manufacturing.

High - Performance Machine Tools | www.HaasCNC.com

HIGH-SPEED MACHINING
High-Speed Machining is a
powerful tool to reduce cycle
times and improve accuracy.

10,000-RPM INLINE
VERSATILE SPINDLE
More than 36,000 of these
reliable HAAS spindles are in
use worldwide, making chips
every day

Phillips Machine Tools India Pvt. Ltd. | PhillipsCorp.in/iseries
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